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1 Introduction
1.1

Project Context

West Suffolk Council was formed from the former Forest Heath area and the former St Edmundsbury area,
and came into being on 1 April 2019. A joint Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) was completed
for Forest Heath District Council and St Edmundsbury Borough Council in 2009. Now that West Suffolk Council
is in the process of preparing their new Local Plan, an updated Level 1 SFRA is required.

1.2

Policy Context

1.2.1 National
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out rigorous tests to ensure that people and property
are protected from flooding. The Sequential Test requires that development is preferentially located in areas
of lowest flood risk. If the Sequential Test shows that there are no suitable sites at lower flood risk, then the
Exception Test will be required to demonstrate that the development has wider sustainability benefits which
outweigh flood risk, that the development will be safe for its lifetime and will not increase flood risk elsewhere.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the processes of applying the Sequential and Exception Tests.
Figure 1 - Flow diagram showing the process of site allocation using the Sequential Test
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Figure 2 - Flow diagram showing how to apply the Exception Test

All Local Planning Authorities are expected to follow these tests to ensure that sites with lowest risk of flooding
are developed in preference to those with a higher risk of flooding. Preparation of an SFRA is key to this
process in order to fully understand the flood risk across the area and to inform Local Plan preparation and
application of the Sequential Test.
This SFRA is written in line with the guidance prepared by the Department for Environment and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA) and the Environment Agency (EA), published on the UK Government website1.

1.2.2 Local
The West Suffolk Local Plan is currently in preparation and is expected to be adopted in 2024. This SFRA will
inform the decision-making processes underpinning the development of the Local Plan and enable the
application of the Sequential and Exception tests in the allocation of future development sites.
The SFRA can also be used as an evidence base when assessing whether or not individual planning
applications satisfy the Sequential and Exception Tests. If an individual site has already been identified as
passing the Sequential Test through the development plan process, then no further assessment of the
Sequential Test is required. Likewise, applications for minor development or change in use (except for a
change of use to a caravan, camping or chalet site, or to a mobile home or park home site) do not require
application of the Sequential Test.

1

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/local-planning-authorities-strategic-flood-risk-assessment
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1.3

Data Collection

Data for this SFRA was supplied by the following stakeholders:
• West Suffolk Council
• Suffolk County Council
• Environment Agency
• Anglian Water Services
• Burnt Fen, Mildenhall and Lakenheath Internal Drainage Boards
• British Geological Survey
The incoming data register is included in Appendix A.

1.4

Study Area

1.4.1 West Suffolk Council
West Suffolk (Figure 3) is a district in the County of Suffolk, in the east of England. It was created from the
unification of the former Forest Heath district and St. Edmundsbury borough in 2019. The District is
predominantly rural in nature. Bury St. Edmunds, Haverhill, Mildenhall, Newmarket and Brandon are major
towns. Key service centres include Barrow, Clare, Ixworth, Kedington, Lakenheath, Red Lodge and Stanton.
There are a large number of smaller villages.
According to the Office for National Statistics (ONS) 2, the population of West Suffolk was 178,881 in 2018 and
this is projected to rise to 184,675 by 2028. The most recent ONS data (2018) pre-dates merging of the former
Forest Heath District and St. Edmundsbury Borough. The ONS has therefore produced data for each former
district, revealing predicted growth imbalances within West Suffolk:
• Forest Heath District’s growth is predicted to rise by 7.6% by 2028, exceeding the average 5% projection
for England.
• St. Edmundsbury Borough’s growth is predicted to be below national average, rising by 1% by 2028.
Underlying drivers of housing demand were presented in the West Suffolk Housing Delivery Study (2019)3:
• More than 50% of people moving to new addresses in West Suffolk during the year before the Census
(2010/11) were existing residents of the area, suggesting that local demand is an important driver of the
market. There were also moves from other parts of the Cambridge HMA to the west of West Suffolk.
• Parts of West Suffolk could be perceived as more affordable locations, particularly when compared to
neighbouring area such as Cambridge, South Cambridgeshire and Uttlesford.
• Plans to boost historic rates of housing development in South Cambridgeshire, East Cambridgeshire and
Breckland could influence the number of moves from this area to West Suffolk.
• Although the majority of West Suffolk residents work within the area, some locations (Newmarket, Haverhill
and Clare) have a larger proportion of residents commuting to Cambridge, in line with a wider spatial trend.
Accessibility can be expected to influence demand.

2https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationprojections/bulletins/subnationalpopulationp

rojectionsforengland/2018based
3 https://www.westsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/Planning_Policies/upload/West-Suffolk-Housing-Delivery-Report.pdf
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Figure 3 - West Suffolk Study Area

1.4.2 Watercourses
Figure 4 shows the Main Rivers, Ordinary Watercourses and drainage channels managed by Burnt Fen,
Lakenheath and Mildenhall Internal Drainage Boards (IDB) within West Suffolk. Only key watercourses within
West Suffolk District are named.
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Figure 4 - Main Rivers, Ordinary Watercourses and IDB Drainage Channels

Hydrologically, West Suffolk is drained to the north by tributaries of the Great Ouse, which ultimately reaches
the coast at Kings Lynn, and to the south by the Stour and its tributaries which reach the coast at Harwich.

1.4.2.1

Great Ouse Catchment

The River Lark flows in a predominantly north westerly direction through Bury St Edmunds and Mildenhall,
running along the boundary between West Suffolk Council and East Cambridgeshire District Council for around
9km before joining the Great Ouse at Littleport.
At Barton Mills, sluices allow the movement of flows northwards from the River Lark along the Cut Off Channel
to join the Great Ouse at Denver Sluice, just to the south of Downham Market (outside West Suffolk Council
administrative area). This system was developed both to alleviate flood risk and to transfer water for potable
use in Essex during times of need.
The Kennett rises on the south western boundary of West Suffolk and flows north, passing the settlements of
Kentford, Red Lodge and Freckenham before entering the River Lark downstream of West Row.
The Little Ouse flows in a westerly direction along the northern boundary of West Suffolk, passing through the
town of Brandon before leaving the district at Lakenheath Fen upstream of its confluence with the Great Ouse.
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The River Snail flows in a northerly direction through the centre of Newmarket before leaving the district and
flowing west through Soham to join the Great Ouse.
The Black Bourne bisects the district as it flows from Ixworth in the south to join the Little Ouse near Euston in
the north.

1.4.2.2

Stour Catchment

The River Stour enters West Suffolk near Great Bradley on the south western boundary. It then flows south
through Kedington before turning east to flow along the southern boundary of the district as far as Cavendish.
The Stour Brook flows through Haverhill, joining the River Stour just downstream of the urban area.
The Glemsford Brook rises in West Suffolk, flowing east to leave the district on the eastern boundary near
Hawkedon.

1.4.2.3

Internal Drainage Boards

Drainage channels managed by the three IDBs are located in the north western corner of West Suffolk in the
vicinity of Mildenhall and Lakenheath. Burnt Fen, Mildenhall and Lakenheath IDB’s are all part of the Ely Group
of IDBs; this group was formed to drive efficiencies through shared resources and to develop consistent
management policies.

1.4.3 Risk Management Authorities / Stakeholders
In England, DEFRA leads the policy for flood and coastal erosion risk management; these national policies
are then delivered by Risk Management Authorities (RMA) which, for West Suffolk, are:
• Environment Agency
• Suffolk County Council / SCC Highways (Lead Local Flood Authority and Highway Authority)
• West Suffolk Council
• Anglian Water Services
• Burnt Fen, Mildenhall and Lakenheath IDBs
• Highways England (A14 and A11)
Where the administrative area of an RMA covers only part of West Suffolk, this is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - Risk Management Authorities (shown where the RMA only covers part of the West Suffolk District)
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2 User Guidance
Table 1 provides a summary of the anticipated users of this SFRA, the task for which the findings of the SFRA
will be used for and the sections of the SFRA which should be referred to for assistance.
This SFRA report is accompanied by a package of online GIS files submitted to West Suffolk Council. Relevant
map layers are referenced in the individual sections of the report and summarised in Appendix B. It is expected
that the relevant interactive mapping outputs will be ultimately displayed on the Local Plan Review page of the
West Suffolk Council website4 once the SFRA is formally published.
Table 1 - SFRA User Guidance

User

West Suffolk Council

Suffolk
County
Council (as LLFA)

Environment Agency

Developers and their
Consultants

Emergency Planners /
Emergency Services /
Local
Resilience
Forums

4

Task

Refer To Section

Using the SFRA datasets in the local development
planning process (Sustainability Appraisal of the
Local Plan)

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Assessment of individual planning applications –
Sequential and Exception Tests

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Informing strategies for highways, transport, public
health and economic growth

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Using SFRA datasets to inform the development of
Suffolk Local Flood Risk Management Policy and in
providing advice to West Suffolk Council regarding
their Local Plan.

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Assessment of planning applications as a statutory
consultee on flood risk and water management.

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Provide advice to West Suffolk Council about the
Local Plan

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Inform site specific FRAs

4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Evidence to support the sequential and exception
tests for individual applications

5, 6

Identify ways in which development could help to
reduce the causes and impacts of flooding

7, 8

Understand the risk of flooding to existing and
proposed communities in order to plan for
emergencies

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Advise on the impact of any proposed development
on emergency planning, including any extra
resources that may be needed

8

https://www.westsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/Planning_Policies/local_plans/west-suffolk-local-plan-review.cfm
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User

Task

Refer To Section

Advise on measures which should be included in
development to avoid or minimise further impacts on
emergency planning

8

Inform their assessment and management of sources
of flood risk they’re responsible for

5, 6, 7, 8

Identify opportunities where development may help to
reduce the causes and impacts of sources of flood
risk they’re responsible for

8

Neighbourhood
Planning Bodies

Considering whether neighbourhood planning areas
may be appropriate for development.

4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Mid Suffolk District
Council / Babergh
District
Council
/
Breckland Council /
Borough Council of
King’s Lynn and West
Norfolk
/
East
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Inform their SFRAs, particularly in relation to crossborder risks and opportunities.

All report sections

Risk
Management
Authorities
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3 Future Development
A local plan provides a vision for the growth and development of an area and policies which set out the way
that the plan aims to meet the housing, employment, social and community needs of an area while at the same
time protecting and enhancing the natural, built and historic environment.
West Suffolk Local Plan (WSLP) is currently being prepared and it is expected to be adopted in 2024. The
WSLP will provide strategic and local policies that will enable and guide the delivery of sustainable growth to
2040. West Suffolk provided the development trajectories from the extant Local Plans, draft 5 Year Land
Supply (5YHLS) (March 2020) and the Strategic Housing and Economic Availability Assessment (SHELAA).
The files were combined, assessed and sites which occurred in multiple documents were removed to avoid
double counting. The current housing trajectory that informed this WCS, was formed from the combined
reviewed trajectory dataset and includes 15,491 new dwellings in the period 2021–2041. These numbers and
the distributions will change as West Suffolk Local Plan move towards the preferred options selection. The
distribution assessed in this SFRA, outlined in Table 2 and Table 3, reflects this combining of different datasets
and uses the draft hierarchy set out in the West Suffolk Issues and Options draft local plan October 2020.
Table 2 – Assumed housing trajectory in the period 2021 - 2041.

Location

Number of Dwellings

Town

12,579

Key Service Centre

1,165

Local Service Centre

266

Type A Village

1,147

Village

183

Countryside

151

Total

15,491

The SHELAA also identified ‘included’ economic sites (defined as suitable, available & achievable) to be
considered for economic (non-residential) development in the WSLP and these are included in Part Three of
the West Suffolk Issues and Options consultation draft local plan (October 2020) (Figure 7). Details of the key
locations outlined for economic development in the WSLP are outlined in Table 3.
Table 3 - Key Development Location Details

Location

Category*
(see note
below)

Bury St Edmunds

Town

Key Details

Bury St Edmunds is the largest town in West Suffolk with a population of
41,332 (2018 mid-year estimate), located in the centre of the district. Bury St
Edmunds is a market town with a range of convenience and comparison
shops. Bury St Edmunds is considered to be one of the most sustainable
locations for new development within the district because of the range of
services and facilities available in the town.
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Location

Category*
(see note
below)

Haverhill

Town

Haverhill is the second largest town in West Suffolk with a population of
27,503 (2018 mid-year estimate), located at the south-west edge of the
district adjoining the county boundary of both Essex and Cambridgeshire
some 29 kilometres south-west of Bury St Edmunds. The town centre hosts
a number of facilities which serve a wide rural hinterland.

Mildenhall

Town

Mildenhall is a market town with a population of approximately 9,133 (2018
mid-year estimate) close to the A11 eleven kilometres north-east of
Newmarket, 14 kilometres south-west of Thetford and 19 kilometres northwest of Bury St Edmunds. There are a good range of services and amenities
available.

Newmarket

Town

Newmarket is a market town which has a population of approximately 16,941
(ONS 2018 mid-year estimate) and is located south of the A14, some 18
kilometres west of Bury St Edmunds. There are a good range of services and
facilities available within the town

Brandon

Town

Brandon is located to the north of the district on the border with Breckland
district and has a population of approximately 9,474 (2018 mid-year
estimate). Brandon is a market town and there are a good range of services
and amenities.

Lakenheath

Key Service
Centre

Lakenheath has a population of approximately 5,305 (2018 mid-year
estimate). It is located in the north-west of the district, approximately 10
kilometres south-west of Brandon and approximately nine kilometres north
of Mildenhall. RAF Lakenheath airbase is located immediately east of the
settlement. Lakenheath is a sizable village with a good range of facilities.

Kedington

Key Service
Centre

Kedington is a large village with a population of 2,037 (2018 mid-year
estimate), located approximately five kilometres from Haverhill. It has a good
range of services and facilities.

Clare

Key Service
Centre

Clare is a small market town with a population of 2,131 (2018 mid-year
estimate), located approximately eleven kilometres from the centre of
Haverhill. It is a historic Suffolk town with a wide range of local services and
facilities. Much of Clare is covered by a conservation area which extends to
the open common land to the east and west of the town.

Key Details

* The categories in this column refer to the draft settlement hierarchy in the WSLP Issues and Options consultation draft,
October 2020

Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of SHELAA ‘included’ residential sites over the 15-year trajectory.
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Figure 6 - Distribution of SHELAA ‘included’ housing sites over the 15-year trajectory. Does not include the 63 Sites <1 ha in
size.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of SHELAA ‘included’ economic sites5 over the 15-year trajectory.

5

https://www.westsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/Planning_Policies/upload/Appendix-H-included-economic-sites2.pdf
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Figure 7 - Distribution of SHELAA ‘included’ economic sites over the 15-year trajectory.

Table 4 contains information about the final development data GIS layers provided to West Suffolk Council as
part of this assessment.
Table 4 - Development GIS Layers

Layer Name

Description

SHELAA_Yield_Data (.shp/.lyr)

Point shapefile containing SHELAA 'included' housing sites
over the 15-year trajectory. These sites are assigned to the
closest settlement giving a total expected housing yield per
settlement. The layer file provides the symbology used in the
report figures.

SHELAA_EconomicSites (.shp/.lyr)

Point shapefile containing SHELAA 'included' economic
sites over the 15-year trajectory. These sites are assigned
to the closest settlement, and a total area of economic sites
is given in hectares. The layer file provides the symbology
used in the report figures.
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4 Historic Flooding
Table 5 describes the supplied GIS layers which provide information on historic flooding across West Suffolk.
Table 5 - Historic Flooding GIS Layers

Layer Name

Description

RecordedFloodOutlines.shp

EA polygon shapefile showing recorded flood outlines from historic flood
events. As supplied by the EA.

HistoricFloodMap.shp

EA polygon shapefile showing previous extents of the EA Flood Map shapefile.
As supplied by the EA.

HistoricFlooding.shp

Point shapefile showing the location (or approximated location) of historic flood
events extracted from the sources described in the paragraphs below (event
source is provided in the attribute table). Where the location is approximated,
this is noted in the 'location' column.

In West Suffolk there have been few recent severe fluvial or surface water flooding events that have been
worthy of national press coverage. A review of published materials has yielded information regarding historic
surface water and fluvial flooding which is presented in this chapter.
Suffolk County Council as Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) has a responsibility to investigate and publish
reports on major flooding events under Section 19 of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010. Significant
flooding is investigated to identify which risk management authorities have relevant flood risk management
functions, and whether each of those authorities has exercised, or is proposing to exercise those functions in
response to the flood. The need to investigate a particular flood is decided on a case-by-case basis considering
factors such as the likely source of the flood and the number of properties affected. The flood investigation
reports are available on the Suffolk County Council website.
Data available as of August 2020 indicates that in Suffolk as a whole, there are approximately 5200 properties
at risk of flooding from surface water and approximately 7100 properties at risk of flooding from river and
coastal flooding. These values are trending upwards based on reports of flooding received by the LLFA.
In the period between 2014 and 2017 there were 4186 reports of flooding received, of which 214 related to
properties (5% of the total reports). In the following 3 year period from 2017 – 2020, there were 6072 reports
of flooding received, with property flooding accounting for 491 reports (8% of the total).
A breakdown of the number of incidents occurring at each settlement is not publicly available in the 2016
Suffolk Flood Risk Management Strategy (FRMS) 6, however, the document does specify that during the period
from 2012 to 2015, Brandon, Mildenhall, Newmarket, Haverhill, Clare and Bury St Edmunds all experienced
surface water flooding incidents.
The emerging Suffolk Flood Risk Management Strategy 2021, which is expected to be the subject of public
consultation this Spring, will list the locations ordered by number of properties deemed to be at risk of surface
water flooding. It is understood that Newmarket ranks third in Suffolk as a whole, with the highest number of
at-risk properties in the West Suffolk District. Other priority locations included in the list are Bury St. Edmunds
(fourth priority location), Haverhill (ninth priority location), Mildenhall (fourteenth priority location) and Brandon
(fifteenth priority location).

6

Suffolk Flood Risk Management Strategy (2016) - http://www.greensuffolk.org/assets/Greenest-County/Water--Coast/Suffolk-FloodPartnership/2018-Strategy-Documents/2016-04-Suffolk-Flood-Risk-Management-Strategy-v12.pdf
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Historic flooding maps were produced as part of the previous 2008 level 1 SFRA and WCS7 however this data
should be considered as superseded by the current EA Historic Flood Map and Recorded Flood Outlines
shapefiles supplied as part of this study.

7

https://www.westsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/Planning_Policies/upload/web-version-Final-Stage-1-WCS-and-Level-1-SFRA.pdf
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4.1

Section 19 Flood Investigation Reports

Section 19 Flood Investigation Reports from 2014 to 2020 were provided by Suffolk County Council. Incidents
of property flooding (residential or commercial) that are documented by these reports are listed in Table 6.
Recorded events are included in the GIS layers submitted to West Suffolk Council (Table 5). Information on
historic flooding obtained from other information sources are summarised in Section 4.2.
Table 6 - Table of West Suffolk flood events recorded in Suffolk County Council Section 19 Flood Incident Reports

Report Date

Location

Event Description
Internal flooding of one property on multiple occasions during the week
commencing 24th August 2020. Several other properties experienced
flooding to front/rear gardens and driveways since 2016.

November 2020

The Glebe,
Haverhill

November 2020

Waveney Terrace,
Haverhill

Reported source: Surface Water system surcharged causing water to flow
out of private drainage systems and highway system. Overland flow from
carriageway caused additional flooding to front of properties and
consequently saw flooding through brickwork and flooring.
During 13th & 14th August 2020, approximately 300mm of internal surface
water flooding was experienced in five properties (to the front of the main
living area).
Internal flooding of five properties was experienced during one single flood
incident, with internal flooding experienced on more than one occasion.

September 2020

September 2020

Stanningfield Road,
Great Whelnetham

St Thomas’s Way,
Great Whelnetham

Reported source: An intense, localised storm event on the 17th June and
16th August 2020 caused rapid runoff along Stanningfield Road and
surrounding areas. Several drainage measures in the highway and roadside
ditches have been installed to intercept runoff over this urban catchment.
However, these measures can be overwhelmed during high intensity summer
storms
Internal flooding of nine properties was experienced during one single flood
incident, with internal flooding experienced on more than one occasion.
Reported source: Capacity of surface water drainage systems exceeded due
to intense storm event on the 17th June 2020.
Internal flooding of one property has been experienced on more than one
occasion.

September 2020

The Street,
Icklingham

Reported source: An intense, localised storm event on the 17th June and
16th August 2020 caused rapid runoff along The Street (A1101). The A1101
is steeply inclined and converges towards a central low point. This low point
is then part of a natural overland flow path that runs in a south westerly
direction towards the River Lark. Ultimately the property obstructs the natural
flow path resulting in pooling of deep surface water in front of the property.
Internal surface water flooding of one property has been experienced on
more than one occasion in 2019 and 2020.

September 2020

Hospital Road, Bury
St Edmunds

Reported source: An intense, localised storm event on the 17th June 2020
caused ponding on private porch and pavement, leading to ingress of water
(seepage) into lower living areas of the building below ground level (i.e. cellar
and kitchen)
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Report Date

Location

Event Description
Internal flooding of one property has been experienced on more than one
occasion, and a major transport route was closed for more than 10 hours as
a result of flooding. Previous flood events occurred in June 2014 where 3
properties were internally affected at the same location.

September 2016

Sheerwater Close &
Mount Road, Bury
St Edmunds

Reported source: An intense, localised storm event on the 20th June 2016
caused rapid runoff along Mount Road and Tassel Road. Both these roads
are steeply inclined and converge towards a low point opposite Sheerwater
Close. This low point is part of a natural flow path that runs in a north
westerly direction through Sheerwater Close. Ultimately the development has
been built in a valley where the properties have dammed the natural flow
path resulting in pooling of deep surface water behind the properties.

4.2 Settlement Specific Reports from Other Sources of Historic
Flooding Information
4.2.1 Newmarket
On the 3rd May 2015 six residential properties experience internal property flooding, cause of flooding is likely
to be from significant rainfall8. This triggered the production of a Surface Water Management Plan (SWMP) for
Newmarket to provide detailed information on flood risk and potential mitigation measures.
The British Hydrology Society (BHS) records one incident of historic flooding at Newmarket (database ID
13686); "February 12. ...Flooding at Newmarket." is stated in a record from 1616 9.
More recently, news reports indicate flooding in Newmarket on 16th August 2020. “In Newmarket, firefighters
were called to Manderston Road to deal with heavy flooding. Studlands Park and parts of Rowley Drive in the
town are also under water, with drivers having to slow down to pass safely” 10.

4.2.2 Haverhill and Clare
The southern part of the area forms the catchment of the River Stour and its principal tributaries. The largest
historical flood on this river was in 1968 when over 220 properties were flooded, 170 of them in Haverhill.
Kedington, Clare and Cavendish were also affected. Further flooding took place in 1987 and 2001 when
properties were flooded in Kedington, Clare and Cavendish 11.
The BHS database records one historic flood event for Haverhill. "Following three days of extremely heavy
rain the river [Stour Brook] overflowed and large parts of the town [Haverhill] suffered serious flooding
particularly Queen Street and Withersfield Road. At the Hamlet end the water reached the entrance to Attertons
foundry”12. This event followed two days of heavy rainfall, peaking at 9:30pm on Monday 15th June 1903,
although the floodwaters had completely receded by 2am the following morning .

4.2.3 Bury St Edmunds
Surface water flooding has been recorded regularly in Bury St Edmunds and the surrounding area. Critically,
a development on Sheerwater Close has experienced surface water flooding several times since construction
was completed. On 20th June 2016, deep surface water (over 0.3m) was recorded within one property along
the southern edge of Sheerwater Close. Mount Road carriageway, adjacent to these properties, was also
affected by deep surface water flooding. An intense, localised storm event on the 20th June 2016 caused rapid
8

Addendum to the 2011 Suffolk Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (2017) - https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/floodingand-drainage/flood-management-in-suffolk/preliminary-flood-risk-assessment/
9
BHS Chronology of British Hydrological Events - http://www.cbhe.hydrology.org.uk/view.php?id=13686
10
Suffolk news - https://www.suffolknews.co.uk/bury-st-edmunds/news/flooding-causes-chaos-across-west-suffolk-9119762/
11
Suffolk Resilience Forum - https://www.suffolkresilience.com/uploads/20190219_SRF_Flood_Plan_Issue7.1.pdf
12
BHS Chronology of British Hydrological Events - http://www.cbhe.hydrology.org.uk/view.php?id=13655
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runoff along Mount Road and Tassel Road. Both these roads are steeply inclined and converge towards a low
point opposite Sheerwater Close. This low point is part of a natural flow path that runs in a north westerly
direction through Sheerwater Close. Ultimately the development has been built in a valley where the properties
have dammed the natural flow path resulting in pooling of deep surface water behind the properties. A number
of measures in the highway have been installed to intercept runoff in the low point however these measures
can be overwhelmed during high intensity summer storms 8.
Previous flooding events occurred in June 2014 where three residential properties were internally affected in
the same location8.
Mount Road and surrounding roads experienced flooding later the same year in August 2016. The Suffolk
News reports that Suffolk Fire and Rescue Service were called to flooding in Mount Road following heavy
rainfall. There were also reports of flooding on the Horringer Court and Howard estates and standing water in
Tayfen Road13. This same event was responsible for the flooding and closure of a local business14.
A 2012 report in the Ipswich Star shows that areas of a proposed site for a major housing development on
Rushbrooke Lane were left under water following downpours in May 2012 sparking fears about building on the
land15. The site masterplan was included in the Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031 Area Action Plan (approved in
2014)16 however to date the site has not been developed.
The BHS database records several historic flood events in Bury St Edmunds and the surrounding settlements
of Culford and Little Saxham.
In 1946, Bury St Edmunds suffered the effects of exceptional heavy rain again in the night of July 3-4. The
Borough Surveyor reported that 2.46 inches fell in 4.5 hours. The River Linnet overflowed its banks and lowlying parts of the town were extensively submerged. “Water reached first floor level in several cottages, and
some people were only rescued by firemen breaking through roofs to reach them. The incidence of rainfall
was most unusual at Bury St Edmunds, where the total for the month amounted to 9.66 inches and was the
largest monthly rainfall there in a record extending back to 1857”17. Flooded meadows around Bury St
Edmunds were also recorded in 182918.
The 1879 summer Observer at Culford, near Bury St. Edmunds reported ‘much rain, resulting in floods’19.
In July 1893, a rainfall observer at Little Saxham noted “about 5.05 inches of rain in less than 12 hours, resulting
in a portion of the field being completely washed away, the main gullies being over 4 ft. wide. At the bottom of
the field for about 18 yards wide it looked exactly like a sea-shore”20.
Fluvial and groundwater flooding issues have been recorded in the North West area of the West Suffolk district.
In September 1968, the River Kennett flooded 35 properties in Dalham and 41 properties in Moulton11.
Groundwater flooding is viewed as being a problem in the northwest corner of Suffolk near Brandon 6.

4.3

Historic Sewer Flooding

Anglian Water provided flooding information to support a West Suffolk SFRA and WCS in 2008. During a
recorded period from April 2005 to January 2008, there were 94 incidents of sewer flooding. 48 of these are
reported as occurring in Bury St Edmunds, with 20 incidents in Newmarket and 13 in Haverhill 21.
13

https://www.suffolknews.co.uk/bury-st-edmunds/news/firefighters-alerted-to-flooding-after-heavy-rain-9119757/
https://www.facebook.com/Glasswells/posts/due-to-a-huge-flood-our-bury-st-edmunds-store-and-restaurant-will-be-closedtomo/3366301323434551/
15 https://www.ipswichstar.co.uk/news/bury-st-edmunds-flood-concerns-over-new-housing-development-site-1-1377645
16 http://abbotsvale.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/here.pdf
17 BHS Chronology of British Hydrological Events - http://www.cbhe.hydrology.org.uk/view.php?id=12403
18 BHS Chronology of British Hydrological Events - http://www.cbhe.hydrology.org.uk/view.php?id=13282
19 BHS Chronology of British Hydrological Events - http://www.cbhe.hydrology.org.uk/view.php?id=8927
20 BHS Chronology of British Hydrological Events - http://www.cbhe.hydrology.org.uk/view.php?id=11016
21 https://www.westsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/Planning_Policies/upload/web-version-Final-Stage-1-WCS-and-Level-1-SFRA.pdf
14
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For this 2021 SFRA, Anglian Water Services provided a copy of their Recorded Flood Incident register which
records sewer flooding at the postcode level. Of the 26 entries for the West Suffolk area in the last eight years,
four were internal flood incidents and 22 external flood incidents.
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5 Sources of Flood Risk
The historic flooding information detailed in Section 4 should be used as required, in conjunction with the
different sources of flood risk described below.

5.1

Rivers

Hydraulic models for a number of watercourses in the study area were supplied by the Environment Agency.
Where appropriate, the outputs from these models have been used to map the risk of flooding from rivers. It is
recommended that hydraulic modelling data is obtained from Suffolk County Council to inform a more detailed
Level 2 SFRA. The following sections describe the methodology used to map Flood Zone 2, Flood Zone 3a
and Flood Zone 3b.
Table 7 lists the supplied GIS layers which have been used to map fluvial flood risk across West Suffolk. Four
additional folders were also provided which include the individual modelled flood extents; where available,
results for the 5% AEP (1 in 20 annual chance), 1% AEP (1 in 100 annual chance), and 0.1% AEP (1 in 1000
annual chance) were supplied. The impact of climate change on modelled flood outlines is included in Section
6.
Table 7 - Mapped Flood Zone GIS Layers

Layer Name

Description

MappedFloodRisk_Rivers_Q1000.shp

Polygon shapefile showing all modelled flood extents where
available for 0.1% AEP (1 in 1000 annual chance) event.

MappedFloodRisk_Rivers_Q100.shp

Polygon shapefile showing all modelled flood extents where
available for 1% AEP (1 in 100 annual chance).

FunctionalFloodplain.shp

Polygon shapefile showing all modelled flood extents where
available for 5% AEP (1 in 20 annual chance) event (where
available), with gaps filled using Flood Zone 3.

ClimateChangeExtentDifference.shp

Polygon shapefile showing the differences between
Baseline and Climate Change sensitivity results where
available for all modelled flood extents. Only modelled
watercourses have been used to generate this layer.

5.1.1 Flood Zone 2
Flood Zone 2 is described as having a ‘Medium Probability’ of flooding and is defined as land which has an
annual probability of river flooding of between 1 in 100 and 1 in 1000. The mapping of Flood Zone 2 does not
take into account the presence of any flood defences. Therefore, where defences are present along a
watercourse, the undefended model results should be used. However, undefended model results were
available only for the River Stour / Stour Brook. Consequently, Flood Zone mapping for watercourses for which
defences had been included in the models should use the existing EA Flood Map for Planning outputs. Table
8 summarises the approach to mapping Flood Zone 2.

5.1.2 Flood Zone 3a
Flood Zone 3a is described as having a ‘High Probability’ of flooding and is defined as land which has a 1 in
100 or greater annual probability of river flooding. The mapping of Flood Zone 3a does not take into account
the presence of any flood defences; the approach described for Flood Zone 2 has been taken. Table 8
summarises the approach to mapping Flood Zone 3a.
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5.1.3 Flood Zone 3b
Flood Zone 3b is also referred to as the ‘Functional Floodplain’ and comprises land where water has to flow or
be stored in times of flood. An important output of the SFRA is the mapping of the Functional Floodplain across
West Suffolk. Table 8 summarises the approach to mapping Flood Zone 3b.
Where modelled flood extents for the 5% AEP (1 in 20 annual chance) event are available, these have been
used to define the Functional Floodplain. Defences and a flood storage area are present on the Stour Brook
on the north western edge of Haverhill; the protection afforded by these defences to property and infrastructure
has been taken into account when defining the functional floodplain in this location. Defences are also present
along the Little Ouse north of Lakenheath and on the River Lark downstream of West Row.
For all other watercourses where detailed modelling is not available, all of the existing Flood Zone 3 is
considered to be within Flood Zone 3b, thus ensuring that a conservative approach to flood risk and planning
is taken.
Where a developer believes that their proposed development is not within the Functional Floodplain as defined
by this SFRA, they should provide sufficient detail to support this as part of their site-specific FRA.

5.1.4 Approach to Mapping Flood Zones
Table 8 - Approach to mapping Flood Zones

(#mapped flood results downstream of the A1307 do not show a continuous channel or flood envelope therefore
the EA flood zones should be used, *as there are no undefended model runs available, clarification should be
sought from the EA as to how these Flood Zones were mapped)
Watercourse

Flood Zone 2

Flood Zone 3a

Flood Zone 3b

Stour
Brook
(upstream of A1307)

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 0.1% AEP (1 in
1000
annual
chance),
undefended event.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 1% AEP (1 in
100
annual)
chance,
undefended event.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 5% AEP (1 in 20
annual chance) event with
defences in place.

River Stour #(A1307
to West Suffolk
boundary at A1092)

Flood Zone 2 as defined by
the Flood Map for Planning/
Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 0.1% AEP (1 in
1000
annual
chance),
undefended event.

Flood Zone 3 as defined by
the Flood Map for Planning/
Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 1% AEP (1 in
100
annual
chance),
undefended event.

Flood Zone 3 as defined by
the Flood Map for Planning.

Sapiston Stream

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 0.1% AEP (1 in
1000 annual chance) event.
No defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 1% AEP (1 in
100 annual chance) event. No
defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 5% AEP (1 in 20
annual chance) event. No
defences identified

Little Ouse (Thetford
Road to A134)

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 0.1% AEP (1 in
1000 annual chance) event.
No defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 1% AEP (1 in
100 annual chance) event. No
defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 5% AEP (1 in 20
annual chance) event. No
defences identified

Little
Ouse
(Hinderclay Fen to
Nunnery Lakes)

Flood Zone 2 as defined by
the Flood Map for Planning.

Flood Zone 3 as defined by
the Flood Map for Planning.

Flood Zone 3 as defined by
the Flood Map for Planning.
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Watercourse

Flood Zone 2

Flood Zone 3a

Flood Zone 3b

Little Ouse (Croxton
Stance to railway
crossing
at
Brandon)

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 0.1% AEP (1 in
1000 annual chance) event.
No defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 1% AEP (1 in
100 annual chance) event. No
defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 5% AEP (1 in 20
annual chance) event. No
defences identified

Little
Ouse
(downstream
of
railway crossing at
Brandon to West
Suffolk Boundary at
Lakenheath Fen)

Flood Zone 2 as defined by*
the Flood Map for Planning.

Flood Zone 3 as defined by*
the Flood Map for Planning.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 5% AEP (1 in 20
annual
chance)
event.
Defences identified.

River
(upstream
Hawstead)

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 0.1% AEP (1 in
1000 annual chance) event.
No defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 1% AEP (1 in
100 annual chance) event. No
defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 5% AEP (1 in 20
annual chance) event. No
defences identified

River
Lark
(Hawstead
to
downstream
of
A1101 crossing)

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 0.1% AEP (1 in
1000 annual chance) event.
No defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 1% AEP (1 in
100 annual chance) event. No
defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 5% AEP (1 in 20
annual chance) event. No
defences identified

River Lark (A1101 to
West
Suffolk
boundary upstream
of Prickwillow)

Flood Zone 2 as defined by
the Flood Map for Planning*.

Flood Zone 3 as defined by
the Flood Map for Planning*.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 5% AEP (1 in 20
annual
chance)
event.
Defences identified.

River Linnet (Out
Westgate to River
Lark confluence)

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 0.1% AEP (1 in
1000 annual chance) event.
No defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 1% AEP (1 in
100 annual chance) event. No
defences identified.

Maximum modelled flood
extent for the 5% AEP (1 in 20
annual chance) event. No
defences identified

River Snail

Maximum flood extent for the
0.1% AEP (1 in 1000 annual
chance) event. No defences
identified.

Maximum flood extent for the
1% AEP (1 in 100 annual
chance) event. No defences
identified.

Maximum flood extent for the
5% AEP (1 in 20 annual
chance) event. No defences
identified

River Kennett

Maximum flood extent for the
0.1% AEP (1 in 1000 annual
chance) event. No defences
identified.

Maximum flood extent for the
1% AEP (1 in 100 annual
chance) event. No defences
identified.

Maximum flood extent for the
5% AEP (1 in 20 annual
chance) event. No defences
identified

Cut Off Channel

Maximum flood extent for the
0.1% AEP (1 in 1000 annual
chance) event. No defences
identified.

Maximum flood extent for the
1% AEP (1 in 100 annual
chance) event. No defences
identified.

Maximum flood extent for the
5% AEP (1 in 20 annual
chance) event. No defences
identified

Cavendish Stream

Flood Zone 2 as defined by
the Flood Map for Planning.

Flood Zone 3 as defined by
the Flood Map for Planning.

Flood Zone 3 as defined by
the Flood Map for Planning.

Lark
of
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5.2

Reservoirs

The risk of flooding from reservoirs in the event of a dam failure are referenced in an EA Web Mapping Services
(WMS) layer; this information is not available as a static download. The layer uses the EA Risk of Flooding
from Reservoirs - Maximum Flood Extent dataset22. This is a data layer which shows a combined reservoir
flood map for all the Large Raised Reservoirs assessed at the time23. It shows the largest area that might be
flooded if a reservoir were to fail and release the water it holds. However, given that this is a prediction of a
credible worst-case scenario, the resulting flood extents are conservative. It should be noted that although the
location of each reservoir can be inferred they are not explicitly shown on the maps.
Mapping the risk of flooding from reservoirs indicates that much of the flood risk is within rural areas rather
than key settlements; those key settlements at potential risk of flooding from reservoirs are:
• Bury St Edmunds: areas at risk of flooding from reservoirs are predominantly constrained to the River Lark
channel and floodplain with limited encroachment into built up areas.
• Haverhill: areas at risk of flooding from reservoirs are located along the channel and floodplain of the Stour
Brook with some encroachment into built up areas downstream of A1307.
This review indicates that currently there is limited risk from the existing reservoirs. However, if any substantial
new development is proposed in the areas shown to be at significant risk of flooding from a reservoir in the
event of a dam failure then further detailed assessment will be required. This could be done either in the form
of a Level 2 SFRA or as part of a site-specific FRA following further consultation with the EA.
The approach taken will depend on the scale and location of the proposed development and any further
assessment should seek to inform the Preferred Option selection stage of the West Suffolk Local Plan.

5.3

Groundwater

Groundwater flooding is the emergence of groundwater at the ground surface and occurs in response to a
combination of already high groundwater levels (commonly during winter) and intense or unusually lengthy
storm events. Groundwater flooding tends to last much longer than fluvial flooding.
The British Geological Society Groundwater Flooding dataset was obtained and used to assess the
susceptibility of the study area to groundwater flooding. This dataset is based on geological and
hydrogeological information and has been used to identify areas where geological conditions could enable
groundwater flooding to occur and where groundwater may come close to the ground surface. It is noted that
this is a susceptibility set and does not indicate hazard or risk, or the likelihood of the occurrence of an event
of a particular magnitude. The GIS layer GroundwaterFlooding_v6_1.shp shows this information. Much of the
district is classed as having limited potential for groundwater flooding, with areas of higher potential aligning
with the river valleys.
Brandon, along with certain areas of Newmarket and Bury St Edmunds are noted as having potential for
groundwater flooding to occur at the surface, whereas Mildenhall and the remaining areas of Newmarket and
Bury St Edmunds only have potential for groundwater flooding of property situated below ground level.
Haverhill and Clare show limited potential for groundwater flooding to occur. As noted in Section 4.2.3,
groundwater flooding near Brandon has been highlighted previously.

5.4

Surface Water

5.4.1 Environment Agency Flood Map for Surface Water
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https://environment.data.gov.uk/dataset/2209d30e-8f3f-41e1-a07b-6c0d8fa4d6b2
Only flood maps for large reservoirs are displayed. Flood maps are not displayed for smaller reservoirs or for reservoirs
commissioned after reservoir mapping began in spring 2009
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Surface water flooding occurs when rainwater does not drain away through the normal drainage systems or
soak into the ground but lies on, or flows over, the ground instead. Mapped flood risk from surface water has
predominantly used the EA Flood Map for Surface Water24 which defines four levels of flood risk:
• High - each year, the area has a chance of flooding of greater than 1 in 30 (3.3% AEP)
• Medium - each year, the area has a chance of flooding of between 1 in 100 (1% AEP) and 1 in 30 (3.3%
AEP)
• Low - each year, the area has a chance of flooding of between 1 in 1000 (0.1% AEP) and 1 in 100 (1%
AEP)
• Very low - each year, the area has a chance of flooding of less than 1 in 1000 (0.1% AEP)
It is noted that the map does not contain sufficient information for it to be used to determine flood risk to
individual properties. Maps are referenced in an EA Web Mapping Services (WMS) layer; this information is
not available as a static download.
The Suffolk Local Flood Risk Management Strategy 25 lists Newmarket, Bury St Edmunds, Haverhill, Mildenhall
and Brandon as priority settlements 3, 4, 9, 14 and 15 respectively in terms of their surface water flood risk.

5.4.2 Surface Water Management Plans
In addition to the EA Flood Map for Surface Water, SWMPs can be used to provide further detail on surface
water flood risk in key locations. Within the West Suffolk study area, only the settlement of Newmarket has
undertaken a SWMP26. Further SWMPs are planned for Bury St Edmunds and Thurston (a Core Village in Mid
Suffolk close to the eastern boundary of West Suffolk).
The Newmarket SWMP26 was updated in June 2019 and developed an Integrated Urban Drainage (IUD)
model using TUFLOW modelling software which was validated using the May 2012 historic event. Five design
events were assessed, and the three-hour storm was chosen as the critical duration. As of December 2020,
outputs from this modelling had not been supplied for use in this study therefore the EA Flood Map for Surface
Water has been used to map surface flood risk across West Suffolk. When these outputs are made available,
they should be used to refine the mapping of surface water flood risk in Newmarket.

5.4.3 Critical Drainage Areas
A Critical Drainage Area (CDA) is an area which has critical drainage problems and has been notified to the
Local Planning Authority (West Suffolk Council) by the EA. Surface water in CDAs needs to be managed to a
higher standard than would usually be required. At the time of publication, no CDAs have been identified in
West Suffolk.

5.5

Sewers

As stated in section 4.3, localised, infrequent sewer flooding occurs across West Suffolk, although not on a
scale which is likely to constrain future development.
For this 2020 SFRA, Anglian Water Services provided a copy of their Recorded Flood Incident register which
records sewer flooding at the postcode level. Of the 26 entries for the West Suffolk area in the last eight years,
four were internal flood incidents and 22 external flood incidents.
Anglian Water Services also provided flooding information to support a West Suffolk SFRA and WCS in 2008.
This showed that, during a recorded period from April 2005 to January 2008, there were 94 incidents of sewer
24

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/flood-risk-maps-for-surface-water-how-to-use-the-map
http://www.greensuffolk.org/assets/Greenest-County/Water--Coast/Suffolk-Flood-Partnership/2018-Strategy-Documents/2016-04Suffolk-Flood-Risk-Management-Strategy-v12.pdf
26 http://www.greensuffolk.org/assets/Greenest-County/Water--Coast/Surface-Water-Management-Plans/2019-06-04-NewmarketSWMP-Report-for-Sharing-FINAL.pdf
25
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flooding. 48 of these were reported as occurring in Bury St Edmunds, with 20 incidents in Newmarket and 13
in Haverhill.
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6 Impact of Climate Change
6.1

Context

Climate change is the long-term global shift in average weather patterns which is occurring as a result of
increasing levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. However, it is not only the change in average weather
patterns which present challenges, in the UK extremes of weather are becoming more common. West Suffolk
is located in one of the driest regions of the UK where the rainfall which does occur tends to fall in high intensity
events resulting in significant flood management challenges.
The Suffolk Climate Action Plan27 highlights increased flood risk due to climate change as a key issue for
Suffolk, highlighting the need for businesses and communities to adapt to these changes. By assessing the
impact of climate change on sources of flood risk across West Suffolk, this SFRA will help to identify where
this adaption is needed.

6.2

Rivers

Work to estimate the impact of climate change on peak river flows is based on the UK Climate Impacts
Programme (UKCIP)28; anticipated increases are provided as a percentage, generated at the River Basin
District (RBD) level and classified by epoch and percentile. West Suffolk is located within the Anglian RBD
meaning that the allowances in Table 9 are applicable. Note that:
• Central allowance is based on the 50th percentile
• Higher central allowance is based on the 70th percentile
• Upper end allowance is based on the 90th percentile
• The H++ allowance is defined as an ‘extreme climate change scenario’
Table 9 - Anglian River Basin District Climate Change Allowances

Allowance
Category

Total
potential
change
anticipated 2015 - 2039

Total
potential
change
anticipated 2040 - 2069

Total
potential
change
anticipated 2070 - 2115

H++

25%

40%

80%

Upper End

25%

35%

65%

Higher Central

15%

20%

35%

Central

10%

15%

25%

A high-level review of development sites located close to the extent of Flood Zone 3 (areas with a 1 in 100 or
greater annual probability of river flooding) identified five sites which could therefore be at increased risk of
flooding due to climate change: Bury St Edmunds town centre (WS214, WS276, WS056), Pakenham (WS152)
and Stanton (WS169 and WS170).

27
28

http://www.greensuffolk.org/assets/Greenest-County/SCCP/Climate-Change/Suffolk-Climate-Action-Plan-3.pdf
https://www.ukcip.org.uk/
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6.2.1 Modelled flood outlines
The modelled flood outlines for the following watercourses increased peak river flows by 20%, representing
the Higher Central allowance for the 2040 – 2069 epoch:
• Sapiston Brook
• Glemsford Brook
• Little Ouse and Thet
• Upper Little Ouse
• River Kennett
• River Lark
• River Snail
• Cut Off Channel
Modelled flood outlines for the River Stour and Stour Brook include an assessment of the Central, Higher
Central and Upper End climate change increases for the 2070 – 2115 epoch. This does not give a conservative
assessment of the anticipated impacts of climate change over the likely lifetime of new development proposed
in West Suffolk. Similarly, the Flood Map for Planning does not show the potential impacts of climate change
on fluvial flooding.
A qualitative assessment of the possible impact of climate change on flood risk in key settlements is shown in
Table 10.
Table 10 Potential impact of climate change on flood risk in key settlements

Settlement

Data Source

Comments and Observations

Bury St Edmunds

Increases in flood extents are generally small. Localised areas where
more observable differences occur are:
Modelled
outlines

Haverhill

flood

Modelled
flood
outlines / EA Flood
Zones 2 and 3

Mildenhall

•

River Linnet upstream of Southgate Street

•

River Lark at Abbey Gardens

•

River Lark at Bell Meadow

•

River Lark east of Lamdin Road

Flood Zone 2 predicts notably more flooding Witherfield Road and
Bumpstead Road.
Increases in River Lark flood extents occur at:

Modelled
outlines

flood

Newmarket

•

The undeveloped river floodplain in the vicinity of Jubilee Fields.

•

The A11 at Barton Mills Interchange; the A11 and adjacent
property is flooded as a result of climate change increases.

Notable increases in the River Snail flood extents occur:

Modelled
outlines

flood

•

South west of Lowther Street

•

Wellington Street / Sun Lane

•

Frampton Close

•

Matt Dawson Close
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Settlement

Data Source

Lakenheath

Modelled
outlines

Kedington

Comments and Observations
flood

EA Flood Zones 2 and
3

Clare
Modelled
outlines

flood

Negligible increases due to climate change predicted.
Notable increases in flood extents between Flood Zones 3 and 2
occur in the vicinity of Silver Street suggesting that the River Stour
bridge does not have capacity to pass higher flows.
Largest increase in flood extents due to climate change noted
upstream of Clare Road / Snow Hill.
Elsewhere, increases are generally small.

Modelled
outlines

Brandon

flood

Majority of increases occur along the undeveloped river corridor.
Small increases upstream of High Street bridge on the River Ouse.

It is therefore recommended that any site specific FRAs submitted to West Suffolk Council have an updated
assessment of the potential impact of climate change on the proposed development. Guidance on the
applicable allowances for different development types is set out on the UK Government website 29.

6.3

Surface Water

Anticipated changes in peak rainfall intensity for small catchments (less than 5km²) and urbanised drainage
catchments are set out in Table 11. These apply across England to large rural drainage catchments.
Table 11 - Peak rainfall intensity allowances (small catchments and urbanised drainage catchments)

Allowance
Category

Total
potential
change
anticipated 2015 - 2039

Total
potential
change
anticipated 2040 - 2069

Total
potential
change
anticipated 2070 - 2115

Upper End

10%

20%

40%

Central

5%

10%

20%

The EA Flood Map for Surface Water does not include a mapped assessment of the impact of climate change.
Therefore, where an FRA identifies that surface water flooding presents a significant risk, a site-specific FRA
should be produced which makes a thorough assessment of the impacts of increased rainfall intensity on the
proposed development and surrounding areas.
The detailed modelling carried out for the Newmarket SWMP made an assessment of the Central and Upper
End allowances for the 2070 – 2115 epoch. Site specific FRAs for locations covered by this modelling should
make use of this information in relation to climate change.
Increased rainfall due to climate change will also impact on the volume of surface water runoff storage required
as part of drainage strategies for new sites. Developers should ensure that they have taken climate change
into account when assessing future runoff rates. It is recommended that both the central and upper end
allowances are assessed to understand the scale of impact. Greenfield runoff rates should not include an
allowance for climate change. Rainfall used to design any SuDS should be increased to account for climate
change; systems should be designed using a 20% increase and sensitivity checked using a 40% allowance.

29

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessments-climate-change-allowances
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6.4

Reservoirs

The EA Risk of Flooding from Reservoirs - Maximum Flood Extent dataset does not take climate change into
account. Where a site-specific FRA identifies that the risk of flooding from reservoirs presents a risk to the site,
consultation with the reservoir undertaker and the EA should be carried out to agree the most appropriate
method of assessing the present and future risk of flooding from the subject reservoir.

6.5

Groundwater

In general terms, rising temperatures and variation in rainfall patterns will change the way in which aquifers
are recharged. The groundwater recharge season, which typically runs from September to April, could become
shorter (around three to four months), but more recharge may occur within this shorter period, leading to flashy
responses in groundwater level. The potential for higher peaks in groundwater level and more flooding, driven
by rainfall recharge may increase. Understanding the groundwater response to the changing weather patterns
attributed to climate change is complex and work carried out by the British Geological Society as part of the
Future Flows and Groundwater Levels project30 did not identify a clear pattern of spatial changes across all
future climate scenarios.
The groundwater susceptibility mapping supplied by the British Geological Society indicates that much of West
Suffolk has a low potential for groundwater flooding although key settlements of Bury St Edmunds, Newmarket
and Brandon are in areas where there is a potential for groundwater flooding both at the surface and for
properties situated below ground level.
It is therefore likely that the impact of climate change on groundwater flooding is generally not a critical risk for
the currently proposed development except where basements are involved.

30

https://www2.bgs.ac.uk/groundwater/change/FutureFlows/home.html
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7 Flood Risk Management
7.1

Flood warning

The EA provide a live flood warning service31 and it is recommended that all property owners within an EA
flood warning area register for this service. Flood Warning Areas (FWAs) and Flood Alert Areas (FAAs) are
included in the GIS layers supplied to support the SFRA and are listed in Table 12 and Table 13. Some of
these watercourses and FWA/FAAs are in adjoining areas but could have impacts or implications for West
Suffolk so have been included in this study.
Table 12 - Flood warning areas in West Suffolk

FWA Name

FWA Code

Description

Old West River (River Great
Ouse) Flood Defences
breach area at Over,
Cottenham and Sutton

052FWFGO7OL

Cottenham, Haddenham, Sutton, Wilingham, Stretham,
Landbeach, Wilburton, Waterbeach, Over, Hollywell-cumNeedingworth

River Wissey at Mundford,
Stoke Ferry and Hilgay

052FWFWIMH

Swaffham Road, Malsters Close, and The Lammas in
Mundford, Bridge Road and Great Man's Way in Stoke Ferry,
and Bridge Street in Hilgay

River Cam at Milton and
Waterbeach

052FWFLCMW

Fen Road in Milton, Church End House and Clayhithe Road in
Horningsea, Whitmore Way, Station Road, Adams Court,
Lode Avenue, Burgess Road, Burgess Drove, Bannold Road
and Bannold Drove in Waterbeach

The River Colne from
Castle
Hedingham
to
upstream of Halstead

051FWFEF4A

The River Colne from Castle Hedingham to upstream of
Halstead, including Sible Hedingham

Little Ouse River and River
Thet at Thetford, Brandon
and Hockwold

052FWFLOTTH

Primrose Close, The Meadows, Castle Lane, Mill Lane, Old
Bury Road, Bridge Street, Riverside Walk, Canon's Close,
Coney Close and Coventry Way in Thetford, Teal Walk, High
Street and Riverside Way in Brandon, and Church Lane in
Hockwold

River Great Ouse at Little
Thetford and Ely

052FWFEO1EL

Holt Fen, Main Street and Palisade Court in Little Thetford,
and St. Thomas Place, Bartholemews Walk, The Dock, Angel
Drove, Station Road, Waterside and Ely Road in Ely

Low lying areas close to the
River Granta at Linton and
Babraham

052FWFGRLB1

Mill Lane, Church Lane, Horn Lane, High Street and Meadow
Lane in Linton, The Granary, Farm Lodge and Galantus
House in Hildersham, High Street and Cambridge Road in
Abington, High Street and Babraham Institute in Babraham

Bumpstead Brook through
Steeple Bumpstead to New
England

051FWFEF1A

Bumpstead Brook from Helions Bumpstead through Steeple
Bumpstead and Broad Green to New England

31

https://flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk/warnings
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FWA Name

FWA Code

Description

Wider area at risk from the
River Granta at Linton and
Babraham

052FWFGRLB2

Mill Lane, Horn Lane, High Street, Symonds Lane and
Cambridge Road in Linton, Bridge House, Hall Farm, Pear
Tree Cottages and West Lodge in Hildersham and High Street
and Granta Park in Great Abington

The River Stour
Sudbury to Boxted

051FWFEF3A

The River Stour from Sudbury to Boxted, including Bures and
Nayland

Wider area at risk from the
River Lark at Sicklesmere
and Bury St Edmunds

052FWFLASBSE2

Sicklesmere Road, Southgate Street, Baker's Lane, Raingate
Street, Cullum Road, Eastgate Street, Barn Lane, Barwell
Road, Boughton Way, Etna Road, Out Northgate, Tayfen
Road, Bell Meadow, Thetford Road and Mildenhall Road in
Bury St. Edmunds

River Kennett at Dalham,
Moulton and Freckenham

052FWFKEDF

Lidgate Road and The Street in Dalham, St Peters Avenue,
Church Road and Brookside in Moulton, Edgeborough Close,
Bury Road and Moulton Avenue in Kentford, Badlingham, and
The Street in Freckenham

River Thet at Shropham,
East Harling and Shadwell

052FWFLOTSS

Hargham Road in Shropham, Mill Lane in Snetterton, Dolphin
Terrace and Railway Cottages in Harling Road, Church Road,
Greenfields and The Green in East Harling, The Street in
Bridgham, and Thorpe Cottages in Shadwell

The River Brett from
Lavenham to Higham

054FWFSF5B

The River Brett from Lavenham to Higham, including Monks
Eleigh and Hadleigh

Hundred Foot Washes
Flood Defences east bank
breach
at
Coveney,
Littleport and Denver

052FWFHFW_BRE2

Coveney, Witchford, Little Downham, Littleport, Welney,
Southery, Hilgay and Denver

Low lying areas close to the
River Lark at Sicklesmere
and Bury St Edmunds

052FWFLASBSE1

Bury Road and Hawstead Lane in Sicklesmere, Rushbrooke
Lane, St Botolph's Lane, Southgate Street, Sextons Meadow,
Rockingham Road, Tannery Drive, Maynewater Lane,
Mustow Street, Eastgate Street, Fornham Road and Friary
Meadow in Bury St. Edmunds

The Rattlesden River from
Rattlesden to Combs Ford
in Stowmarket

054FWFSF4D

The Rattlesden River from Rattlesden to Combs Ford in
Stowmarket

The River Waveney from
Diss to Bungay

054FWFSF1A

The River Waveney from Diss to Bungay

The River Stour from
downstream of Kedington
to Sudbury

051FWFEF2

The River Stour from downstream of Kedington to Sudbury,
including Clare and Cavendish

The Stour Brook
Haverhill to Sturmer

051FWFEF1B

The Stour Brook from Meldham Bridge in Haverhill to Linnetts
Lane in Sturmer

from

from
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FWA Name

FWA Code

Description

River Lark at Fornham St.
Martin, Mildenhall and
Isleham

052FWFLAFSMI

Fornham St. Martin, Fornham All Saints, Fornham St.
Genevieve, Hengrave, Flempton, West Stow, Icklingham,
Barton Mills, Mildenhall, Worlington, West Row and Isleham
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Table 13 - Flood alert areas in West Suffolk

FA Name

FA Code

Description

052FAGFORNHAM

Areas of Fornham St Martin at risk of groundwater flooding,
including Old Hall Lane

River Wissey in Norfolk

052WAFWISSEY

River Wissey from Bradenham to Denver including Watton
Brook

Ely
Ouse
Cambridgeshire,
and Norfolk

052WAFELY

River Great Ouse and the Cambridgeshire Lodes

052FAGBURY

Areas of Bury St Edmunds at risk of groundwater flooding,
including Eastgate Street, Barn Lane and parts of Vinefields

The River Waveney from
Diss and the River Dove to
Ellingham,
including
Bungay

054WAFSF1

The River Waveney from Diss and the River Dove from
Mendlesham, to Ellingham, including Bungay

Groundwater
Newmarket

052FAGNEWMARKET

Areas of Newmarket at risk of groundwater flooding, including
the High Street

The upper Stour and
surrounding tributaries

051WAFEF1

The upper Stour and surrounding tributaries, at Little Yeldham,
Steeple Bumpstead, Haverhill, Kedington, Glemsford and
Brockley, to and including, Sudbury

The Rivers Box and Brett

054WAFSF5

The River Box from Boxford, to and including Thorrington
Street, and the River Brett from Cockfield, to and including
Higham

River Lark in Suffolk

052WAFLARK

River Lark from Sicklesmere to Isleham

River Kennett in Suffolk and
Cambridgeshire

052WAFKENNETT

River Kennett from Cowlinge to Freckenham

Lower River Cam
Cambridgeshire

052WAFLOCAM

River Cam from Stapleford to Waterbeach

The
Rivers
Pant,
Blackwater and Brain

051WAFEF5

The Rivers Pant and Blackwater from, Great Bardfield to
Langford including Braintree, and the River Brain from, Black
Notley to Witham

Little Ouse River and River
Thet in Suffolk and Norfolk

052WAFLOT

Little Ouse River from Rickinghall to Hockwold, including The
Black Bourne, and River Thet from Attleborough to Thetford

The Rattlesden River and
River Gipping, through and
including Stowmarket and
Needham Market

054WAFSF4DE

The Rattlesden River and River Gipping, including Lower
Street, Rattlesden, the Ford at Wash Lane Onehouse, Combs
Ford, Stowmarket. Hawks Mill Street, Crown Street and
Coddenham Road in Needham Market

Upper River Cam in Essex
and Cambridgeshire

052WAFUPCAM

River Cam from Newport to Whittlesford including the Slades

Groundwater flooding
Fornham St Martin

in

in
Suffolk

Groundwater flooding
Bury St Edmunds

flooding

in

in

in
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FA Name

FA Code

Description

River Granta in Essex and
Cambridgeshire

052WAFGRANTA

River Granta from Linton to Babraham

The River Colne from Great
Yeldham to Colchester

051WAFEF4

The River Colne from Great Yeldham to Colchester, including
Castle Hedingham, Sible Hedingham, Halstead, Earls Colne,
Wakes Colne, Chappel and Fordstreet

The River Stour from
Sudbury to Stratford St
Mary and Dedham

051WAFEF3

The River Stour from Sudbury to Dedham, including Henny
Street, Lamarsh, Bures, Nayland and Stratford St Mary

A Flood Plan has been prepared for Suffolk 32 which summarises the way in which Suffolk County Council and
its risk management partners will respond to major flood events (excluding those resulting from foul sewage,
burst water mains and private lakes). This document is reviewed and updated on a periodic basis and therefore
reference should always be made to the Suffolk Resilience Forum for the most up to date information.
The Suffolk Flood Risk Management Strategy (FRMS)33 aims to reduce the risk of flooding and sets out a
range of objectives through which flood risk will be managed in Suffolk. Reference should always be made to
the most recent FRMS.

7.2

Features and Structures

7.2.1 Existing Environment Agency Assets
Information on assets owned, managed, or inspected by the Environment Agency was taken from the AIMS
Spatial Flood Defences database34. A description of the GIS layers showing this information is shown in Table
14.
Table 14 – Environment Agency Assets GIS Layers

Layer Name

Description

EA_AIMS_Land.shp

EA polygon shapefile containing AIMS database land
parcels. The only polygon in the West Suffolk district is the
Haverhill Flood Storage Area (FSA).

EA_AIMS_Structures.shp

EA point shapefile showing AIMS database structures. This
includes any flood control gates across West Suffolk.

HighGround.shp

Polyline shapefile showing any 'high ground' removed from
the spatial flood defences layer.

SpatialFloodDefences.shp

Polyline shapefile showing any embankments or walls acting
as flood defences. This is the EA Spatial Flood Defences
layer with any defence classified as 'high ground' removed.
The Asset owner and design Standard of Protection (SOP)
is in the attribute table
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https://www.suffolkresilience.com/uploads/20190219_SRF_Flood_Plan_Issue7.1.pdf
http://www.greensuffolk.org/flooding/flood-risk-management-strategy/
34 https://data.gov.uk/dataset/cc76738e-fc17-49f9-a216-977c61858dda/aims-spatial-flood-defences-inc-standardised-attributes
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Layer Name

Description

AreasBenefittingFromFloodDefences.shp

EA Polygon layer clipped to 10km buffer around West
Suffolk District boundary.

Flood embankments are located on:
• Stretches of the River Lark downstream of Bury St Edmunds to beyond the point at which it flows out of the
West Suffolk area upstream of Prickwillow.
• The Little Ouse downstream of the Cut Off Channel sluices at Lakenheath to the point at which it flows out
of the West Suffolk area.
• Stour Brook at West Town Park bounding Haverhill Flood Storage Area.
There are four control gates on the River Lark: Icklingham, Lark Head Sluice at the Cut Off Channel,
immediately upstream of the A11 at Barton Mills and at Isleham Lock. These structures act to control and
maintain water levels along the River Lark 35.
Information on the Standard of Protection (SoP) afforded by these defences was not available to inform this
SFRA. Appropriate investigation and assessment should be made to ascertain this, mindful of the fact that the
anticipated impacts of climate change are likely to erode the SoP in future.
Maps illustrating the extent of ‘Areas Benefitting from Flood Defences’ (ABD) as mapped by the EA are
included in the supplied GIS file AreasBenefittingFromFloodDefences. ABD are defined as areas that benefit
from the presence of defences in a 1% AEP (1 in 100 annual chance) of flooding each year from rivers. If the
defences were not there, these areas would flood in a 1% AEP or larger flood incident. Within West Suffolk,
areas to the north west of Mildenhall and Lakenheath benefit from EA maintained flood defences.

7.2.1.1

Cut Off Channel

The Cut Off Channel provides a link between the Lark at Barton Mills and the Little Ouse at Lakenheath.
Sluices at either end control the flow of water along the Cut Off Channel allowing flood waters to be diverted
from the rivers and stored / eventually discharged into the Wash at Kings Lynn. The sluices and pumps at the
intersection of the Little Ouse and Cut Off Channel lie just beyond the West Suffolk Boundary.

7.2.2 Existing Suffolk County Council Assets
It is understood that information on assets owned and operated by Suffolk County Council will be provided to
inform a Level 2 SFRA.

7.2.3 Future Flood Risk Management Features
A review of the current EA six-year flood and coastal erosion risk management (FCERM) investment
programme36 was undertaken to identify projects within the West Suffolk area (Table 15). No information on
projects expected to start after March 2021 was available.

35
36

http://environmentdata.org/archive/ealit:2852/OBJ/20001179.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/programme-of-flood-and-coastal-erosion-risk-management-schemes
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Table 15 - EA Capital Schemes

Project Name

Forecast Construction
Completion Date

Anticipated Impacts

Barton Mills Sluice

2020 / 2021

Lower Barton Mills Sluice, carryout in channel
restoration and reconnection of the flood plain
Upstream of Barton Mills37.

Completed

Increased protection for properties in Gardiner
Close, Bury St Edmunds, from flooding from the
River Linnet.

Gardiner
Scheme

Close

Flood

Protection

The Newmarket SWMP recommended that the modelled Option 4 was pursued, and Suffolk County Council
are planning to deliver this although timescales are currently unknown. This option comprises bunds at Dane
Bottom and Moorley Plantation combined with a series of bunds and basins along Ashley Road as shown in
Figure 8. As indicated in Figure 8, these features are actually outside of the West Suffolk boundary, however
they have implications for flood risk within West Suffolk.

37

http://www.brecks.org/BFER/projects/1-4-Barton-Mills-Sluice
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Figure 8 - Bunds and Basins recommended as part of the Newmarket SWMP modelled mitigation Option 4.

Model results reported in the Newmarket SWMP indicate that this mitigation option gives notable reductions
across the Newmarket catchment for all events modelled. Reductions of 0.1m – 0.08m for the 3.33% AEP (1
in 30 annual chance) and 1% AEP (1 in 100 annual chance) events respectively were observed in Newmarket
town centre. An estimated 124 properties are expected to be removed from flooding in the 1.33% AEP as a
result of implementing this option.
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7.2.4 Flood Risk Management Opportunities
7.2.4.1

Local Flood risk Management Plan

Suffolk County Council is a statutory consultee in the planning process and will provide comments to West
Suffolk Council in relation to flood risk. It is understood that the emerging Suffolk Flood Risk Management
Strategy 2021, which is expected to be the subject of public consultation this Spring, will set out the four
objectives for managing flood risk listed below. The reader is directed to this document when it is formally
published for further information on the actions identified to meet these objectives.
• Understanding flood risk – RMA’s and their partners have a clear understanding of their roles and
responsibilities.
• Reduce the risk of flooding and building resilience – Protection of people, business, and key infrastructure.
• Resilient growth, planning and development – Land use planning and development decision making takes
account of flood risk and appropriately contributes to environmental net gain and flood resilience.
• Resilient communities – Suffolk communities are aware of flood risk and given support and access to
information to enable them to take action and be more resilient to flood and its impacts

7.2.4.2

Local SuDS Guidance

As a statutory consultee to the planning process, Suffolk County Council have a role in reviewing and
commenting on surface water drainage plans for new developments. Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)
a Local Design Guide38 is included as Appendix A to the Suffolk FRMS and sets the local standards for Suffolk.
It is noted that this was published in May 2018 and that, as of November 2020, Defra has commissioned
research into whether the current Non-statutory technical standards for SuDS could be updated to help deliver
SuDS which provide multiple benefits, encouraging SuDS to be designed as multifunctional features, offering
notable biodiversity benefits and environmental net gain. This research may result in the update of any local
standards and therefore it is recommended that Suffolk County Council are contacted in relation to the latest
SuDS guidance. SCC are currently reviewing the Appendix A guide and an updated guide is expected to be
published in Early Summer 2021.
A local example of where SuDS have been used successfully to reduce surface water runoff to the sewer
system, reduce downstream flood risk and improve biodiversity and amenity is that of All Saints School in
Newmarket39. This project incorporated a range of simple measures which could be replicated across West
Suffolk, reducing flood risk and engaging local communities.
Infiltration Potential
At a strategic level, there is a range of information available which can be used to provide a high-level
assessment of the potential for using infiltration-based SuDS to manage surface water runoff:
• The BGS Infiltration SuDS Map40 (chargeable data) includes information on ground properties that can be
used in the planning and design of local SuDS schemes although it is not a replacement for site specific
ground investigations.
• The Geology of Britain Viewer 41 indicates that much of West Suffolk is underlain by a chalk bedrock.
Superficial deposits are predominantly till with silts, sands and gravels along the river valleys. These
geologies tend to be reasonably permeable, which generally suits the use of infiltration-based SuDS
measures although river valleys may have limited infiltration potential.
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http://www.greensuffolk.org/assets/Greenest-County/Water--Coast/Suffolk-Flood-Partnership/2018-Strategy-Documents/2018-10-01SFRMS-SuDS-Guidance-Appendix-A-.pdf
39 https://www.susdrain.org/case-studies/pdfs/all_saints_school_newmarket_cs_light_19_11_21.pdf
40 https://www.bgs.ac.uk/datasets/infiltration-suds-map/#demo
41 https://www.bgs.ac.uk/map-viewers/geology-of-britain-viewer/
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• The Defra MagicMap42 defines much of the northern and western areas of West Suffolk as having a
groundwater vulnerability classification of High / Medium – High, with areas to the south and east classified
as Medium. These classifications indicate the vulnerability of groundwater to a pollutant discharged at
ground level. It is advised that Suffolk County Council discourage direct discharge to chalk bedrock in areas
with a high groundwater vulnerability.
• The MagicMap also shows that West Suffolk is almost entirely underlain by a Principal Aquifer (bedrock).
As noted in Section 5.3, the BGS Groundwater Flooding dataset was obtained. Although this information does
not provide a direct correlation to the infiltration capacity of the ground, it can be used in conjunction with the
information sources above to provide a high-level steer on appropriate areas which are more likely to be suited
for infiltration-based SuDS measures than others: Such areas are likely to:
• Have a low vulnerability to groundwater pollution
• Be underlain by suitably permeable strata and bedrock
• Not have a high groundwater table
Site specific ground investigation to verify infiltration rates and groundwater table seasonal variation should be
always undertaken to inform the preparation of surface water drainage strategies.
In conjunction with local guidance on SuDS, an extensive library of resources is available online, provided by
organisations such as CIRIA43, Susdrain44 and UK SuDS45.

7.2.4.3

River Basin Management Plans

West Suffolk is located within the Anglian River Basin District. Bespoke River Basin Management Plans are
prepared for each district in order to set out how organisations, stakeholders and communities will work
together to improve the water environment. The first plans were published in 2009 and updated in 2015.
The Anglian River Basin Management Plan 46 divides the river basin district into 11 management catchments
of which the Cam and Ely Ouse catchment and Combined Essex catchment cover West Suffolk. Of particular
relevance to this SFRA is the focus on the importance of SuDS both in managing flood risk and in improving
water quality.

7.2.4.4

Surface Water Management Plans

The only SWMP in West Suffolk completed to date is for Newmarket. This project reviewed a number of options
for reducing surface water flood risk across the town and concluded that option 4 provided flood risk protection
to the greatest number of properties. However, all four options tested as part of the hydraulic modelling
exercise were shown to provide benefit to areas of the Newmarket catchment. Therefore, should funding
become available in future, these additional options could be investigated further with a view to increasing
resilience in the area.
Further SWMPs are planned for Bury St Edmunds and Thurston (close to West Suffolk’s eastern boundary)
and outcomes from these should be reviewed and used to update further iterations of this SFRA as appropriate.
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https://magic.defra.gov.uk/MagicMap.aspx
https://www.ciria.org/
44 https://www.susdrain.org/
45 http://www.uksuds.com/
46 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/anglian-river-basin-district-river-basin-management-plan
43
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7.2.4.5

Bury St Edmunds Town Centre Masterplan

The Bury St Edmunds Town Centre Masterplan was published in 2017 47. Opportunities for flood risk
management are:
• Ram Meadow: ensure that any development integrates sustainable flood measures and preserves the
water meadows and river corridor.
• Lark and Linnet Riverside: recognition that the water meadows are important for natural and sustainable
flood alleviation. Enable public access to the riverside and secure improvements to flood defences as part
of any waterfront development.
• Churchgate: programme of enhancement and repair to streets, spaces and pavements. Recognition of the
importance of gardens. This provides opportunities to increase permeability and slow the rate of surface
water runoff.
• The Northern Gateway: Provide a more attractive pedestrian environment along Tayfen Road.
Improvements to the pedestrian environment could include rain gardens, trees or planted margins all of
which have the potential to slow the rate of surface water runoff.

47

https://www.westsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/Planning_Policies/upload/BSE-TC-Masterplan-December-2017.pdf
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7.2.4.6

Haverhill Town Centre Masterplan

The Haverhill Town Centre Masterplan was adopted in 2015. Opportunities for flood risk management are
summarised below and focus on the addition of green / living features which would increase the overall
permeability of an area and slow the rate of surface water runoff.
• Southside: Retain and provide new tree planting to Duddery Hill.
• Market Place: new paving and public realm works to Market Hill to make it more attractive
• Commercial and Leisure Heart: introduce new tree planting on Jubilee Walk. Create a ‘town garden’ around
the Stour Brook.
More generically, the masterplan also highlights the need to include living roofs on developments, the use of
SuDS and increased tree planting

7.2.4.7

Green Infrastructure Strategy

A green infrastructure strategy helps to ensure that green spaces and the environment are protected and
enhanced as development occurs. At present, only the legacy St Edmundsbury Borough Council area of West
Suffolk is covered by a Green Infrastructure Strategy48, published in 2009. It is noted that West Suffolk Council
are currently aiming to update their Green Infrastructure Strategy which will cover the full extent of the West
Suffolk District, contributing to the evidence base for the West Suffolk Local Plan. Any future revisions of this
SFRA should ensure that reference is made to the latest strategy.
Watercourses feature heavily in the strategy, with proposed green corridors alongside the Black Bourne, Stour
Brook and Little Ouse.
The strategy defines ‘action zones’; within Action Zone: A Black Bourne and Little Ouse Headwaters, the
conservation of ‘The Grundle’, a small ephemeral watercourse as an asset to deliver flood control as well as
improving biodiversity is highlighted. Since the publication of the strategy in 2009, a Natural Flood Management
(NFM) measure in the form of a woody debris dam was implemented in the Grundle in 2019. Heavy rainfall in
December 2019 resulted in the overtopping of this dam although no anecdotal records of the impact of the
structure on flood risk in the village have been noted.
Action Zone E: Haverhill highlights the role of SuDS in new developments as well as the part that new green
space will provide in offering opportunities for flood management.
The strategy also sets out a number of defined potential projects across the region. Those of relevance to the
management of flood risk have been mapped (Figure 9) and tabulated (Table 16).

48

https://www.westsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/greeninfrastructure.cfm
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Figure 9 – Locations of Potential Green Infrastructure Projects of Relevance to Flood Risk Management.Note that data
displayed in this figure only includes projects referenced in the former St Edmundsbury area Green Infrastructure Plan (2009); a
renewed plan covering the whole West Suffolk District is expected in 2021.

Table 16 – Details of Potential Green Infrastructure Projects of Relevance to Flood Risk Management.
Note that data displayed in this figure only includes projects referenced in the former St Edmundsbury area Green Infrastructure
Plan (2009); a renewed plan covering the whole West Suffolk District is expected in 2021.

Project
ID*
A3

Project Description

2020 Status (if known)

Settlements
Benefitting

The
Grundle
ephemeral
watercourse. Use of Natural Flood
Management (NFM) measures to
alleviate flooding issues in this area.

Woody debris dam completed in
2019.

Stanton

Potentially
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Project
ID*
C3

Project Description

2020 Status (if known)

Settlements
Benefitting

Potentially

Extension of Lackford Lakes nature
reserve. Creation of reed beds, ponds
and wetlands. Potential to increase
floodplain storage and attenuation of
downstream flows.

Mildenhall

Habitat restoration and enhancement
of River Lark channel. Creation of a
mosaic of wetland habitats. Potential
to increase floodplain storage and
attenuation of downstream flows.

Mildenhall

C7

Creation of new floodplain grazing
marsh, reedbeds and fens along the
Little Ouse corridor. Potential to
increase floodplain storage and
attenuation of downstream flows.

Rushford (adjacent to the
West Suffolk boundary in
Breckland District Council’s
area)

C8

Black
Bourne
river
corridor
enhancement including new wet
woodland, floodplain grazing marsh
and wet meadows.
Potential to
increase floodplain storage and
attenuation of downstream flows.

C5

C9

C10

C11

D1

Creation of floodplain grazing marsh,
reedbeds, ponds, wet woodland along
the River Stour. Reconnect the Stour
with areas of former floodplain.
Potential to increase floodplain
storage
and
attenuation
of
downstream flows.

Bardwell
Honington / Sapiston
Fakenham Magna

Clare
Cavendish

Creation of balancing ponds at Wixoe
to attenuate peak drainage system
flows and alleviate repetitive flooding
near A1092 due to the River Stour
backing up.

Wixoe

River Glem valley: New wet woodland,
floodplain grazing and re-wetting of
areas to create fen habitat. Potential
to increase floodplain storage and
attenuation of downstream flows.

Stansfield

New community parkland in Bury St
Edmunds which will provide water
management to control flows.

Bury St Edmunds
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Project
ID*
D7

Project Description

2020 Status (if known)

Settlements
Benefitting

Potentially

Wetland green corridor along the
River Lark. Potential to increase
floodplain storage and attenuation of
downstream flows.

Bury St Edmunds

D11

No Man's Meadow flood water
attenuation and SuDS scheme.

Bury St Edmunds

E1

Improve and expand the Meldham
Washlands site. Conserve water
management function in limiting flows
through Haverhill.

Haverhill

Linnet and Lark upper catchments:
Creation of wetland scrapes / ponds to
hold water upstream to assist with
managing flows downstream.

Bury St Edmunds

Wet woodland along the River Glem to
assist with water management /
holding water upstream.

Clare

F2

G3

*as referenced by the 2009 Green Infrastructure Strategy
It is recommended that West Suffolk Council and relevant RMAs review the current progress on these specific
projects and explore how they can be implemented as part of the WSLP and emerging policy initiatives as they
help to provide multiple benefits in addition to flood risk benefits.
There are legacy open space and recreation Supplementary Planning Documents (SPD) for Forest Heath and
St Edmundsbury. Whilst no specific mention is made of the multifunctional role of recreational areas and flood
risk management, developers to be aware that whilst recreation areas can be multifunctional, there is guidance
on the amount and quality of recreational areas which must be adhered to.

7.2.4.8

Natural Flood Management

Strategic maps which help identify potential areas for Working with Natural Processes (WWNP) have been
published by the EA49 at the catchment level. Although the maps do not provide a comprehensive list of WWNP
measures, they do identify areas of potential for:
• Floodplain Re-connection
• Runoff Attenuation
• Gully Blocking
• Woodland planting covering:
– Floodplain planting
– Riparian planting
– Planting on Slowly Permeable Soils

49

http://wwnp.jbahosting.com/
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Before using this mapping, the accompanying user guide50 must be read.
Much of the Cam and Ely Ouse catchment, is identified as having a high or very high potential for woodland
planting. However, opportunities for floodplain reconnection and runoff attenuation features are much more
limited, with large areas of the catchment within West Suffolk classed as moderate to limited potential. This
trend is replicated within the areas in the south and east of West Suffolk which lie within the Combined Essex
catchment.

50

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/898754/Working_with_natural_proce
sses_mapping_user_guide.pdf
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8 Addressing Flood Risk in Development
8.1

Site Specific Flood Risk Assessments

All planning applications (excluding those related to minerals, waste, and county council developments) should
be submitted to West Suffolk Council as the Local Planning Authority. Alongside this, Suffolk County Council
will provide support and advice in relation to flood risk and drainage. Chapter 3 of the Suffolk County Council
Protocol for Local Planning Authorities and Developers on SuDS, Surface Water Drainage and Local Flood
Risk in Suffolk51 (Appendix C to the SFRMS) sets out the roles of these authorities and also recommends that
developers engage in early discussions with the Floods and Water team regarding water management and
flood risk. An overarching aim of any proposed development in West Suffolk should be the inclusive
management of water resources ensuring that water is seen as a vital resource and one which should be
handled accordingly. Therefore, flood risk must be considered holistically alongside water supply and
environmental needs.
This SFRA has identified the following requirements for site specific FRAs. These are intended to complement
and enhance existing guidance set out in the NPPF and accompanying technical guidance.
• Provide sufficient detail to support the definition of the Functional Floodplain in areas where it is felt that
the definition of the Functional Floodplain by this SFRA is overly conservative.
• Provide an updated assessment of the potential impact of climate change on the proposed development.
• Make an assessment of the impact of any flood defences on flood risk to the site; as discussed in Section
5.1.4, Flood Zones 2 and 3 do not take into account the impact of flood defences and therefore may
overestimate baseline flood risk. The existing and future Standard of Protection of any existing or new flood
defences should be confirmed.
• Make an assessment of how flood risk effects the proposed development, and how the development will
affect existing flood risk.
• Where a site-specific FRA identifies that the risk of flooding from reservoirs presents a risk to the site,
consultation with the reservoir undertaker and the EA should be carried out to agree the most appropriate
method of assessing the present and future risk of flooding from the subject reservoir.
• For brownfield sites to demonstrate a contribution to providing a betterment over the existing situation (e.g.
maximising ground infiltration and attenuating surface water to reduce existing runoff rates and volumes,
providing additional floodplain storage, benefiting the groundwater recharge regime) in order to manage
the cumulative impacts of development in West Suffolk. For greenfield sites, the existing situation needs to
be replicated or improved to reduce cumulative impacts of development.
• Take due regard of any updates to the Non-statutory Technical Standards for SuDS and the Water UK
Design and Construction Guidance.
• Ensure that all developments include provision for SuDS, in line with aspirations set out in the River Basin
Management Plan and the Suffolk SuDS Guidance.
• Guidance on the planning information required for major developments is set out in the Suffolk SuDS
guidance38 (Appendix A to the SFRMS).
• SuDS maintenance plans should be developed in line with local guidance and submitted as part of any
planning application.
Boundaries for 71 proposed development sites were supplied for use in this SFRA (Table 17), representing a
total proposed housing yield of 1,058. Note that site polygons were not supplied for all proposed development.
51

http://www.greensuffolk.org/assets/Greenest-County/Water--Coast/Suffolk-Flood-Partnership/2018-Strategy-Documents/2018-10-01Protocol-for-Local-Planning-Appendix-C-v3-LR.pdf
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West Suffolk Council, supported by developers as appropriate, should carry out the Sequential Test for those
sites within this dataset which are partly or wholly within Flood Zone 2 or 3. Suitable policies should be included
in the Local Plan and Site Allocations to ensure Sequential Test and Sequential Approach are in line with
NPPF requirements.
Table 17 – Proposed development sites which are partially or wholly within EA Flood Zone 2 or 3.

EA Flood Zone

Number of Proposed Sites

Total Proposed Housing
Yield (No.)

Total Proposed Area (ha)

Flood Zone 2

10

208

7.32

Flood Zone 3

6

93

3.02

Proposed development sites of 1 hectare or greater which are wholly in Flood Zone 1 require an FRA; of the
71 site polygons supplied, only two fall into this category. Sites in Flood Zone 1 that are less than 1 hectare
require an FRA if they are in a CDA (Section 5.4.3). At present no CDA’s have been designated within West
Suffolk; this situation should be monitored and the SFRA updated if any CDAs are designated in future.

8.1.1.1

Potential Mitigation Measures

For sites which have explored all opportunities to minimize flood risk through the sequential planning of
development across the site but for which a degree of flood risk remains, consideration of mitigation measures
will be necessary. The following sections provide high level guidance on mitigation measures which could be
considered:
Development Platforms and Floor Levels
It may be possible to agree with the Environment Agency a strategy for raising either individual floor levels or
a development platform. It is likely that any raised levels will need to be a minimum of 600mm above the flood
level arising from 1 in 100 annual chance plus an allowance for climate change event.
It may also be possible to allocate ground floor spaces for less vulnerable uses. In all cases, access and egress
must be considered.
Subject to the Sequential and Exception Tests, any loss of floodplain storage as a result of raised flood levels
and development platforms or other construction works will need to be fully compensated for. Guidance
requires that this should be on a ‘level for level volume for volume’ basis. It is recommended that an initial
consultation with the Environment Agency is undertaken for any developments where floodplain compensation
is likely to be an issue.
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Localised Flood Defences
Construction of flood defences will always leave a residual flood risk should defences fail therefore this option
is not recommended. If pursued, an appropriate assessment of the impact of a breach and also the impact on
floodplain storage and conveyance must be undertaken.
Resilience
Resilience measures aim to reduce the damage arising from flood water within a building and facilitate a rapid
return to normality. They can include:
• Waterproof flooring
• Water resistant wall finishes
• Placement of electrics at higher levels
Water resistant insulation which does not soak up water

8.2

Cumulative Impacts of Development

Section 3 of this report describes the future development in West Suffolk. Inappropriate and poorly managed
development has the potential to increase surface water runoff to watercourses, alter groundwater recharge
regimes and remove essential floodplain storage. Whilst one development in isolation may have limited
impacts, the scale of development proposed across West Suffolk as a whole has the capacity to result in much
more significant impacts. Therefore, it is critical that a holistic approach to development planning and flood risk
is taken to mitigate any cumulative effects, including addressing climate change, urban creep, and future
maintenance requirements of any proposed mitigation measures. All developments should seek to provide a
betterment over the existing situation, whether this be attenuating surface water runoff, providing additional
floodplain storage, or enhancing the groundwater recharge regime whilst aiming to maximise potential
integrated water management benefits. All site specific FRA’s and Surface Water Drainage Strategies should
clearly demonstrate their contribution to achieve this.

8.3

Emergency Flood Management Plans

Developing an Emergency Flood Management Plan is a key element of being prepared for a flood which in
turn will help to:
• Reduce risks to life
• Increase public safety
• Reduce damages and economic losses which commonly occur during a flood event
• Increase resilience to flooding – from a community or property perspective
Suffolk County Council as LLFA has already set out how it responds to flooding in their Flood Plan32. In
addition, new development sites for which flooding has been identified as a risk, may also require an
Emergency Flood Management Plan as part of the management of any residual risks. These plans should set
out the procedures to be followed in the event of an actual or anticipated flood event on the site.
The Environment Agency and the Association of Directors of Environment, Economy, Planning and Transport
(ADEPT) have produced joint guidance on flood risk emergency plans for new development 52. This sets out
when an Emergency Flood Management Plan is required and what it must demonstrate. A checklist for the
plan is also provided. Reference should be made to this document and it is the responsibility of the developer
to ensure they have the most up to date copy.

52

https://adeptnet.org.uk/floodriskemergencyplan
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8.4

Additional Recommendations Identified during the SFRA Process

• Obtain the surface water flood mapping for Newmarket
• Clarify EA flood zone definition in areas where they don’t align with modelled flood outlines, recorded or
historic flood outlines.
• Obtain modelled flood outlines for the Cavendish Stream from Suffolk County Council
• Obtain information on Suffolk County Council designated flood risk management features
• Obtain additional information on historic flooding from Suffolk County Council.
If this information becomes available within appropriate timescales, an addendum to this Level 1 SFRA could
be produced to accommodate this.
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